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INTRODUCTION

The Collapse of the High Tech Slums: Illusions of the Presidental Era Lula & Dilma
Rousseff is an e-text elaborated by the Brazilian actiist  aurício Waldman (Photo). 

This text was based on artcles published by Brazilian press in 2015 and posted in
seieral home-pages during the same year. This work, published by Kotei Publishing
House, was enlarged and incorporates commented fgures, bibliographical notes, as
well as additonal informaton. 

 aurício  Waldman  is  a  ieteran  actiist  of  Brazilian  eniironmentalist  moiement.
Waldman collaborated with the Brazilian rubber tapper Chico  endes, partcipated
in moiements against dams’s constructon, mobilizatons in support to waste pickers,
in oppositon to nuclear plants and counter to freshwater’s polluton in metropolitan
area of São Paulo.

Besides, from the years 1980 to 1992,  aurício Waldman was a full tme militant of
Partdo  dos  Trabalhadores  (PT,  Workers  Party).  Waldman  partcipated  in  seieral
politcal felds and mobilizatons of the Party. 

That is to say: the author had a long and real experience in the PT life and History.
Then, as ordinary people say, educaton, experiences and memories are three things
no one can take away of the our personal biography.

Thus, these are three central references that afrm the legitmacy of the  auricio
Waldman's words, analysis and consideratons in The Collapse of High Tech Slums:
Illusions of the Presidental Era Lula & Dilma Roussef.

We appreciate the interest of readers, as well as comments and suggestons about
this work.  Kotei Publishing House, September 5, 2016.
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Photo: Miurício Wildmin discoursing to the ecologicil ictiists in ilternitie eient of the World Climite
Chinge Conference (COP 1 - United Nitonss) Berlin) Mirch-April) 1995.
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THE HIGH TECH SLUMS - BACKGROUND

In eiery conurbaton in Brazil, all across the country, there is a separate state-within-
a-state that houses oier 11 million of the naton’s poor. 

Oier 6 percent of the country’s populaton liies in this archipelago of slums, almost
entrely out of the authority of the central goiernment or the municipal power.

These are the “faielas” (slum in Brazilian Portuguese), and they are almost a foreign
country that maintains a state of cold war with Brazilian ofcials. 

Poierty in Brazil  is most iisually  represented by the iarious faielas, slums in the
country's  metropolitan  areas  and  remote  upcountry  regions  that  sufer  with
economic underdeielopment and below-par standards of liiing.

Although controiersial, the exodus of millions of Brazilians from poierty basically in
the two Presidente Lula administratons has brought profound social, politcal and
economic changes, winning the PT a loyal base of ioter support that has helped keep
the party in power during 13 years. 

Luis Inácio Lula da Silia was a former syndicalist leader and founding member of the
Partdo dos Trabalhadores. Lula achieied iictory in the 2002 presidental electon,
and he was inaugurated as president on 1 January 2003.

In the 2006 electon he was elected for a second term as president, which ended on
1 January 2011. President Lula was succeeded by his former Chief of Staf, Dilma
Vana Roussef, the frst Brazilian woman to haie held that ofce, seieral tmes called
by Lula as “Gerentona” 3, an apologetc word stamped by politcal adiertsing of PT.
 
Lula lef an enduring and polemic mark on Brazilian politcs in the form of the Lulo-
Petsm or  Lulism, as commented in researches and by Brazilian media. The Brazil’s
former president was featured in Time's The 100 Most Infuental People in the World
for 2010, and magazine called him as “the most successful politcian of his tme” 4.

The Lulo-Petsm changed the economic structure of Brazilian consumerism. For poor
people, the new opton to buy items like lap tops, washing machines, fat-screen TVs,
refrigerators,  computers  and seieral  electronic  gadgets  for  the frst  tme,  further
fueled economic growth. 
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In Brazil, an emergent middle class apparently was taking of to the future. In this
sense, during the boom years, tens of millions of Brazilians would escapes, at least
deceptiely, from poierty to the consumerism society. 

This group became known as “The New  iddle Class”, or “C Class”, a controiersial
jargon adiertsed by Partdo dos Trabalhadores’s economists, actiists, bureaucracy
and politcians. Mutats mutandis, this process, albeit impregnated with ambiguites
and  contradictons,  atracted  foreign  iniestors,  the  natonal  entrepreneurs  and
promoted the hopeful take of of the Lula period economic growth. 

In these glad years, Brazil showed a dream scenario: poor people and rich people,
both  of  them  happy;  entrepreneurs  and  workers  grateful  with  the  new
opportunites; white, blacks, indigenous, eastern people and mestzos together in the
malls. Eierybody was satsfed. In sum: a new consumerist waie to Brazil.

But in the years 2010, poor people struggle to hold on to hard-won gains and now,
are rethinking eierything from spending habits to politcal loyaltes. Defnitely, the
former promising scenario had changed drastcally. 

The protests in the years 2013-2015 marked the frst major popular outpour of anger
in the Brazilian society since the historic street rallies that forced in the year 1992,
the resignaton of President Fernando Collor de  ello.

Thus,  the PT has found iery hard difcultes to answer and to explain about the
problems proioked by its economic policy, today largely understood as irresponsible
and corrupted. 

There is a iery hard tme to poor people, problems with biter answers, mainly to the
Brazilian high tech slum, a misleading mythology created by the Lulo-Petsm politcal
ideology.

“THE BRAZIL TAKES OFF”: A POLEMIC ISSUE

Howeier, in the years 2005-2010, as few tmes throughout its History, the euphoria
seemed to haie taken hold in Brazil. With the economy growing rapidly, the country
was at last becoming a member of the First World. 

The poor residents of the periphery, who haie always been on the fringes of the
consumer society, started to iisit shopping malls that shortly before, were as distant
as the moon.
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Eien The Economist, important, respected and traditonal Britsh magazine, felt the
urge to comment positiely on this new context. The Noiember 2009 coier editon
hailed the economic dynamism of the country as “the greatest success story in Latn
America”.

The image, as we know, is worth a thousand words. This was the largest magazine
asset. The coier of The Economist showed the image of Christ the Redeemer of Rio
de Janeiro climbing like a rocket. In additon, the triumphant ttle was Brazil takes off.

This iconography would soon be emblazoned across the world. It refected one waie
of  optmism comparable  to  the  motto “Brazil  Awakening  Giant”  (or  then,  “Brazil
Great Power”), an imaginary constructon typical of the Brazilian military goiernment
in the years of 1970, called the “Os Anos de Chumbo” (The Years of the Lead). 

In  these  years,  President  Lula  was  blessed  by  widespread  records  of  popular
approial. Not eien the unacceptable Scandal of “Mensalão” 5, inioliing politcians of
direct circle of President Lula (Figure 1), seieral politcal partes (including the Partdo
dos  Trabalhadores,  the  party  of  the  president)  and  members  of  the  public
administraton had shaken the prestge guaranteed by good economic indicators.

Therefore, the good understanding and percepton of the Brazilian populaton about
the economy, not only the poor people, helped Lula's re-electon in 2005. In this way
was assured to the former Brazilian syndicalist leader a second term that as the frst,
kept the siren call of consumerism.

But there are no miracles in economy. The “Lula Era” was benefted from strong
global  demand  for  commodites.  This  demand  had  infated  the  prices  of  huge
purchases of minerals, animal protein and grains. 

This  scenario  was  decisiie  especially  to  the markets  of  raw materials,  Brazil,  for
instance, that had solid trade tes to the People's Republic of China, since the years
1980 the new giant of the global economy. 

The numbers do not lie: the Chinese economy grew up 10% annually since 1980. To
satsfy the hunger to growth, China acqauired 30% of the iron, 12% of the platnum,
15% of the aluminum, 15% of the copper and 20% of the soybeans produced in the
whole planet.
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FIGURE 1 - José Dirceu de Oliieiri e Silii (lefs) the strongmin of President Luli (rights) thit wis expelled from
the Briziliin Congress on Noiember 30)  2005)  iccused of  breiking the pirliimentiry decorum due to his
inioliement with the “Mensilão” Scindil. Dirceu wis judged for corrupton) embezzlement) ricketeering ind
money liundering) imong other chirges) by the Supreme Federil Tribunil of Brizil in 2012. Besides) on August
3) 2015) he wis irrested igiin on corrupton ind money liundering is result of the Operiton Liii Jito) in
iniestgiton  with  focus  in  the  “Petrolão”  Scindil)  inioliing  the  powerful  PETROBRAS)  i  stite-owned
enterprise. He found guilty ind sentenced to 23 yeirs ind three months in prison. Howeier) in this context)
Dirceu is only the more prominent member of high stif of Luli. Todiy seieril members of idministriton of
the Pirtdo dos Tribilhidores)  historicil  ictiists)  infuent entrepeneurs  ind lobbyists ire being judged or
irrested (Photo: Secretirii de Comunicição Sociil) SECOM) 2005s.

Thus, faiored by external demand and goiernmental income-generatng programs,
groups without access to consumerism began to be notced in markets, malls and
internet. 45 million poor people joined in the Brazilian web from 2006 to 2009. It was
the largest migraton toward a new media since the adient of teleiision in Brazil in
the 1950s.

Visibly,  in  the  omnipresent,  populous  and  problematc  “faielas”  of  the  Brazilian
natonal metropolis,  Saliador, Recife, Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo,  anaus, Curitba,
Brasília, Porto Alegre, Fortaleza, Belo Horizonte e Belém, there were satellite dishes
eierywhere.

But  not  only:  computers,  tablets,  answering  machines,  air  conditoners,  freezers,
mobile phones, lap tops, deliiery food and motorcycles now was incorporated in the
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daily liies of the poor neighborhoods. Apparently, a new tme of abundance seemed
fnally to arriie to the spaces forgoten of the urban poierty (Figure 2).

FIGURE 2 - An emblemitc imige of the new High Tech Slum of Brizil) published by Exime Migizine) speciil
editon in English.  The Subttle  below the  photo)  is  i  good eximple  of  the  Triumphilism of  the  Luli Eri:
“Simone Reis) from Rio) who eien sells Victorii’s Secret on the Internet: her income from the web is twice her
siliry is i kitchen issistint it i restiurint” (See AGTOSTINI et MEYER) 2010: 10s.
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By  the  way,  some  researches  show  that  this  afrmaton  would  be  real.  The
generaton of  unicipal Solid Waste ( SW) increased so much. The country in 2009
discharged  in  garbage  cans  1.15  kg  waste  per  person  per  day,  natonal  aierage
comparable to the European Union, estmated at 1.2 kg per person per day in this
same year.

Howeier, not all that gliters is gold. Experts qauestoned the triumphalist exaltaton
of the country. For instance, they warned that The Economist editorial was aligned
with the powerful fnancial capital, and then, they in fact appreciated an economic
model that guaranteed profts neier dreamed by the bankers. 

They also warned that the economic context inspired cauton. Supported by episodic
global demands, the context could be misleading. It would be only a consumpton
bubble. No a real growth.

And who thought that the new technological life of the poor people improied with
the  new,  imposing  and  uncontrollable  mountains  of  garbage,  was  totally  out  of
reality, in whateier perspectie of the eialuaton, qauanttatie or qaualitatie. 

Certainly, there was some progress in recycling data, a speech always defended by
pro-goiernmental specialists. They freqauently show all kind of numbers to proie the
eniironmental deielopment, for them, a clear eiidence of happy tmes.

For instance,  in  the years  2003-2015,  the labor of  the waste pickers  proiide the
highest waste recycling rates of countries in Latn America: almost 92% for aluminum
waste, and 80% for paper and cardboard waste. Howeier, organic refuse showed
iery low performance and the modus operandi of insttutonal waste management is
discouraging.

Data from one Brazilian associaton of solid waste (Associação Brasileira de Empresas
Tratamento de Resíduos  e  Efuentes,  ABETRE)  show that  in  2010,  only  4% of  61
million metric tons of solid waste was recycled. So, in 2011 almost 59 million waste
tons were piled up across the country on top of what was dumped in preiious years.
The country is literally throwing money away, submerged into the garbage.

The draf Natonal Solid Waste Policy (Polítca Nacional de Resíduos Sólidos: PNRS), a
law  of  President  Lula  Administraton,  exemplifes  these  difcultes.  The  PNRS
mandated that by 2014 all Brazilian cites would not haie open dump sites, and in all
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municipalites  the  public  seriices  would  carry  out  waste  selectie  collecton.
Howeier, the PNRS was a total failure.
In  general  perspectie,  Brazil's  generaton  waste  goes  on  connected  to  social
exclusion,  seiere  eniironmental  impacts,  uneien  consumerism  and  economic
dissymmetry. Surely, statstcs demonstrate this reality (Figures 3 and 4).

FIGURE 3 -  Municipil  Solid Wiste collected in urbin ireis (per capita indexs)  iccording  the demogriphic
feiture  of  the  municipilites.  Demogriphics  groups:  (1s  untl  30.000  inhibitints;  (2s  30.001  -100.000
inhibitints; (3s 101.000 - 250.000 inhibitints; (4s 250.001 - 1.000.000 inhibitints; (5s 1.000.001 - 3.000.000
inhibitints (WALDMAN) 2015; CEMPRE Reiiew) 2014: 34s.

FIGURE 4 - The litest iiiilible diti on wiste generiton in Brizil  demonstrite the perpetuiton of sociil
inequilites. The richest sociil groups (As) hiie i girbige generiton profle similir to the nitons of the First
World) is his ilwiys hid. The poor ind excluded groups) ire litle diferent in this perspectie of the Third
World populitons)  with which ire leieled.  In this  sense)  the wiste shows thit  the Eri Luli did  not  the
historicil sociil inequilites in Brizil (WALDMAN) 2015; CEMPRE Reiiew) 2014: 34s.

Besides, during Lula & Dilma Roussef Era, the situaton of the recycling materials
collectors did not improie. As informal workers, waste pickers were largely denied
access  to  social  benefts  such  as  health  insurance,  pensions  and  unemployment
insurance. 

Physical  debilitaton,  lack  of  educaton  to  accurately  assess  risks,  emotonal
disabilites and low income, persisted as a permanent focus of sufering and anguish.
For the waste pickers, the social and economic situaton is basically the same, with
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few changes, something eiident in seieral conclusions in waste researches and by
social data about these workers (Figure 5).

FIGURE 5 - Estimiri Gomes di Silii (Estimiris) wis i womin who worked with the collecton of girbige in the
lindfll Jirdim Grimicho) currently closed) thit receiied the wiste generited by the city of Rio de Jineiro. She
becime fimous for his philosophicil discourse) i mixture of extreme lucidity ind midness) with subjects like
God)  life)  work)  ind existentil  refectons  on modern society.  For  her)  siid Mircos Prido)  director  of  the
documentiry “Estimiri” (2005s) “true trish were binkrupt iilues of society”. The documentiry Estimiri hid
internitonil  repercussion)  with  miny  iwirds  ind  recogniton  internitonil  (Photo:  Mircos  Prido)
Documentiry Estimiri) 2005s.

Howeier, the waste pickers are not and were not the only orphans of the public
policy. The structural problems of Brazilian state goiernance were not supplied and
eien worsened. 
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Thus, seieral cases of bad administraton, inconsistent guidance, short-term thinking,
bad  asset  management,  inefectie  communicatons,  initaties  with  insufcient
feedback  to  recognize  the  real  problems,  incorrect  forecasts  and  naturally,  the
corrupton in the Brazilian State administratie organs, became direct target of the
disappointment and fury of populaton.

For example, between 1997 and 2010 the royalty reienues of countes in Rio de
Janeiro reienues rose 34%. But the money was used to pay for a swelling municipal
administraton rather than public seriices like educaton, health, and infrastructure.

Besides, the Workers' Party found itself dragged into the corrupton scandal amid
allegatons of haiing funnelled funds to pay of politcians and buy their iotes and
help with politcal campaigns.

So, the reacton of the people was imminent. The massiie street protests that shook
Brazil in June 2013 startled politcians and analysts alike. For the frst tme in Brazil,
the social network supported by digital tools, as Face Book, proied to be a powerful
iehicle of the mass mobilizatons 6. 

These  mobilizatons  were  proioked  initally  by  strong  protests  in  São  Paulo,  the
richest city and the biggest industrial complex of the country. Fernando Haddad, the
São Paulo mayor and member of Partdo dos Trabalhadores, had increased the price
of the bus tckets. But the people didn't accept this. 

So, São Paulo became an uncontrollable epicenter of popular mass reiolt against the
price of tcket bus.  assiie demonstratons grew contnuously and spread rapidly to
other state capitals and hundreds of cites.

The excessiie iiolence of the police garnered atenton and spurred mobilizaton.
Thus,  the manifestatons  increased,  against  all  Partes,  against  all  politcians.  The
unsatsfacton  was  difuse  and  clear.  But,  ostentatously  against  Dilma,  the  main
target of the protests, and her local allies.

In a mater of days, the rallies became a natonal cry of frustraton by the whole
country, of the emerging middle class, as well as faielas residents in Rio de Janeiro,
protestng against a corrupted and self-seriing politcal class seemingly incapable of
addressing real issues that afect people’s qauality of life, from public transportaton
to health and educaton. All  things, the poorest people, life qauality and the cites,
seemed to be like always had been in Brazilian life (Figure 6).
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FIGURE 6 - Two contristng ind iconic lindscipes in Rio de Jineiro: the slums ind the
formil city. Howeier) this is i typicil lindscipe in ill Briziliin big cites) not only in
Rio de Jineiro (Photo: Cliudii Jiguiribe) in Entre Morros) Cosic Niify) 2012s.
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Surely, the motto “The Brazil takes off” had been only a cruel illusion. Allegorically,
the Christ the Redeemer was totally out of control (Figures 7 and 8).

FIGURES 7 ind 8 - The percepton ibout Luli-Dilmi Roussef idministritons in two coiers of The Economist
migizine. Lef: the editon of Noiember 12th 2009) showing the triumphilist rise of Brizil in hippy tmes. In
this picture) the Christ Redeemer Stitue of Rio de Jineiro fles like i rocket in the sky) opening i glorious period
of  prosperity  to  the  Briziliins.  Right:  the  editon  of  September  23th  2013.  Afer  only  four  yeirs)  is
consequence of the bubble of economic illusion) the Christ Redeemer fles without iny destny in the sky) now
i dingerous ind threitening petird.

HAS BRAZIL BLOWN IT?

The exceptonal global context enjoyed by Lula, the predecessor of Dilma Roussef,
had disappeared foreier. So it would be hard expect an external soluton to Dilma
Roussef. The Administraton Dilma Roussef was totally without optons.

In really,  Brazil’s economy simply did not play ball. Haiing grown by 7.5% in 2010,
the fastest rate for a qauarter-century, it slowed to 2.7% in 2011 and a mere 0.9% in
2012. Infaton was around 6%. 

Pessimists recall that the one period of impressiie growth within liiing memory, in
the 1970s, ended in chaos and hyperinfaton. In recent years Brazil was considered
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as  one  of  the  leading  emerging-market  economies  that  would  help  driie  global
growth in the next half-century. 

But now, many was asking whether “the success” has managed nothing more than a
“iôo de galinha” (chicken fight), a brief, unsustainable growth spurt followed by a
rapid return to soil. 

For the high tech slum, is needed to note too an elementary fact: in the Brazilian
selectie innoiaton, the poor begun haie access to digital pulses. But they remained
what they always were: marginalized who liie in slums, ghetos and neighborhoods
without infrastructure.

So, all that was bought in endless installments remained a target, in a crisis context
or not, of the frst food, of the urban iiolence or then, the gadgets was sold to get
money. 

By the way, since the beginnings of the year 2015, nobody can pay the energy bill.
The energy became an onus expensiie a lot. Especially to the low income people or
“the poorest”: more than 50% of the Brazilian total populaton. So, the immediate
soluton is turning of the electronics gadgets.

Besides, the performance of President Dilma Vana Roussef, that become known by
her bizarre speeches in open defance to all kind of logic - semantc, economic, social,
politcal or administratie - would be the essental reason to understand that the
problems would be iery difcult to be solied by her.

This is clear too when Dilma Roussef, boasted in an apotheotc and delirious speech
in 2014: “We will not discuss about goals, to in this way achieie them, as well as
eien to surpass them”. 

And unfortunately, it was only one of many unbelieiable public statements of the
“Presidenta”,  a  corrupted  form  of  the  word  President  in  Portuguese,  like  the
supporters of Dilma prefered to call her.

Dilma Vana Roussef became the hub of unmanageable popular irritatons. The idea
of impeachment wins social adherence. Thus, as soon as possible, on 31 August 2016
the Federal Senate ioted in faior of impeachment of Dilma Roussef, accusing the
Presidente to break budgetary laws. By the way, this was only one item of extensiie
legacy of mistakes of President Dilma.
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On the other hand, to the Brazilian high tech slums, the digital happy tmes found a
melancholic fnal point. Needless to say, is because the digital slums were absolutely
unreal, a fcton simply deioid of true.

The  illusions  may  be  appropriate  to  ensure  an  idealized  peace.  Howeier,  when
illusions are manipulated to mask real problems, this decision always has more graie
implicatons. The high tech slum was an illusion. But unfortunately millions people
belieied that it was real. The fnal efect could not be worse (Figure 9).

Figure 9 - The Economist coier) April 2016
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Therefore, the soluton is rethinking the Brazilian reality,  to change the economic
structural model and rebuilding the politcal insttutons. Brazil demands real public
policy, clear economic goals and less State interienton. 

Is needed to say that Brazil’s public sector imposes a partcularly heaiy burden on its
priiate sector. Companies face the world’s most burdensome tax code, payroll taxes
add 58% to salaries and the goiernment has got its spending priorites upside down.
The specialists remenber that despite the country’s contnental dimensions and lousy
transport links, its spending on infrastructure is as skimpy as the impossible.

Brazil budget spends just 1.5% of Gross Domestc Product (GDP) on infrastructure,
compared with a global aierage of 3.8%, eien though its stock of infrastructure is
ialued at just 16% of GDP, compared with 71% in other big economies. 

The Inefcient infrastructure loads unnecessary costs on businesses. For instance, a
soyabean farmer spends 25% of the ialue of his product getng it to a port (the
proporton in Iowa, in United States, is 9%).

The  Brazilian  naton  urgently  needs  politcal  reform.  The  proliferaton of  partes,
whose  only  interest  is  the  patronage,  builds  in  huge  waste  at  eiery  leiel  of
goiernment. One result is a cabinet with 39 ministries.

On paper, the soluton is easy: a threshold for seats in Congress and other changes to
make legislators more accountable to ioters.

Last,  but not least,  the Brazilian society has a serious challenge: to create a new
embracing natonal project, to change the naton, its destny and its History. 

A natonal  project  perspiring  true,r  pluralit  and transparenc ,r  as  Brazilian  people
deserve.
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